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Abstract: The article describes an approach to design of automated logistics systems of intrashop class 
provided automatic execution of transport and storage end technological operations based on mobile 
robotic complexes. Author resents an abstract model of the disaggregated process of synthesis of goal-
oriented system with survivability properties. Questions of selection and formation of the design
performance criteria are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Creation of flexible automated productions
involves the wide usage of robotic systems for various 
applications [1-4]. Questions ofautomationofend
transport and storage operations (logistics operations 
involving the movement of workpieces, tools and
finished products) are particularly difficult. It is
advisable to use mobile vehicles with on-board control 
systems interacted with the active external
environment, which can change its configuration in 
accordance with the objectives of technological process 
[5]. Trackless vehicle control requires solving of a wide 
range of tasks related to maintaining of vehicle
trajectory which is not strictly limited by rail, as well as 
the creation of specific systems ofberthscoding, the 
points of intersection and road turns. In addition,
designer of microprocessor control system must provide 
its technical diagnostics, as well as options to restore a 
working state in case of malfunctions.Properties
recovery even with some loss of quality can occur with 
redundancy and redeployment of the functions of the 
same elements by separating time modes. In this case
system has a high degree of survivability [6, 7], in 
comparison with classical automation system that
performs only control functions.

THE MAIN PART.THE INFORMATION 
MODEL OF STATE VECTOR FORMATION

Since the control object of mobile class changes its
position in the space, then it must have rated at each 
time point with information of its state coordinates 

change. Such coordinatesfor lateral movement are
following: yaw angle [fi]ϕ(t)-is the angle between the 
mobile vehicle longitudinal axis and the direction of 
kinematic trajectory; lateral displacement y(t)-the
normal distance betweenkinematic trajectory (track)
and projection of the vehicle geometric center
predetermined sensors position to the horizontal axis. 
Coordinates for longitudinal movement are angular
velocitiesof right[omega]ωR(t) and the left [omega]
ωL(t) drive wheels or linear velocitiesof the right VR(t)
and the left VL(t) axial points, the coordinate value 
along the path relative to berths.

Studies have shown that the variables [fi]f(t), y(t), 
[omega] ωR(t), [omega] ωL(t), VR(t), VL(t) are generally 
stationary ergodic stochastic processes on straight track 
sections where stabilizationof some fixed values are
needed. Therefore, the formation of estimation vector 
X  of vehicle state X(t) is done by serial poll of sensors 
with multiplexer, i.e.estimation vector X  is oblique
section  of  vector  stochastic process. Processes at 
mobile control object are high speed so with increasing 
of  its  formation  procedure duration theestimation 
vector X  will be significantly different from the true 
state  X(tp) at  the  time  of  presentation of the situation 
tp. The information model of mobile class object is 
shown in Fig. 1. The model accounts for the fact that 
information collecting device must gotinformation
signals of the vehicle positionrelated to berths
(technological  equipment  and  the  location  of  points 
of blanks, products and tools), signals of the track 
features (turns, branching intersections) and other
signals as its inputs.
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Fig. 1: The information model of control object

Analysis of control object information model
shows that the desire to improve the accuracy of the 
system leads on the one hand to increasing the
dimension of the system state vector and on the other 
hand to the need ofbasic mathematical operations
performing on the source of information, i.e.state vector 
components for purpose of obtaining general estimates 
used for control decision making, or to form a control 
action in accordance with selected control law. In these 
cases, we have to give up the element base of
continuous type and provide an additionmicrocontroller 
(MC) to thesystem structure, as continuous computing 
devices can not handle the increased information flow 
and the capacity of its initial processing.

MC application in control systems entails
expansion of electronic equipment usage that, in turn, 
leadsto problem of uptime workof the control system 
structure elements, i.e. the systemoperability problem
as a necessary condition to achieve the control
objectives. Systemoperability is provided by prior
knowledge of the system state in terms of its
serviceable items.This requires facilities in system
structure and algorithms to evaluate operability and to 
provide technical diagnostics, i.e.tracing of the devices 
fault and software failures.

It should be noted that the desire to improve the 
system survivability leads to the expansion of the
control computer functions, increasing general

algorithms complexity, increasing hardware
complexity, increasing dimension of the system state 
vector. It occursbecause of additional state variables 
that characterize the system operability and additional 
operations with these variables atlevels of hardware, 
software and algorithms.

ABSTRACT MODEL OF MONITORING AND 
CONTROL DISAGGREGATED PROCESS

Considering the existing monitoring and control
systems, as well as information-measuring subsystem
as parts of the structure of closed automation systems 
for task of building control systems with enhanced 
survivability, we can identify the following invariant 
elements of the structures of disaggregated monitoring 
and control process (Fig. 1):

• Detection of changes in objects technological
parameters {L, R, O, Z} defining the direction to 
the target, or changes of internal system elements 
states that characterize its operability;

• Organization  of  information  data  flow  of
changes   in   the  form  of  signals  finite  sets
({UL, UR, [ok], [zm]}) and generalized indicators 
formed as a result of the primary process this 
information   on   algorithms   deriving   from
control concept;
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Fig. 2: Commutative diagram of abstract model

• Attribution of any features changes to the
appropriate class, i.e. recognition of the situation;

• Decision making based on the information about 
the recognition of the situation, in order to
compensate changes and achieve the objective
function under selectedquality criterion.

On base of concept of Mesarovicgeneral systems 
theory we can present an abstract model of
disaggregated synthesis process with the postulates of 
feasibility,functional decomposition and compatibility 
[6, 8] as follows:

a)
g)
b)
h)
c)
j)
d) (1)
k)
e)
l)
f)
m)

Let us give a meaningful interpretation of the
introduced sets and maps. The mapping S corresponds 
to the dynamics model of the generalized automation 
system object, which is a composition of maps of the 
object model So, actuators model Si and model of
generalized measurer and converter Sf consisting of 
sensors and transducers, i.e.

(2)

Here U, Y-the sets of control (or regulating)
variables and measurable outputs or estimates of set of 
system states X. The set V = {V1, V2, V3}-faults set of 
actuators V1, measurers andconvertersV3 and changes 
of  control  objects  dynamicsV2  (for  example,  for 
mobile vehicle-appearance offriction coefficient
nonequivalence of the driving wheelsaxes, difference in 
diameters of the wheels due to buildup, appearance of 
the rubbing elements due to deflections, etc.). Index n 
indicates the process flow in terms of its time-ordering.
E is the set of control variables (or a set of generalized 
in the sense of L. Zadeh natural conditions for a
controlled dynamical system).

The control set U can be viewed as a set of subsets 
of {U', Upf}, where U' = {Ur,  Upi} and a subset of 
control signalsUr directed to change ofsystem state
variables X by signaling compensationofobject changes 
and control variables deviation caused by the influence 
of the environment and the subsets Upi and Upf-control
signals, parrying the faults of actuators and measurers-
converters respectively by using redundancy properties.

MappingOreflects procedure for detecting own
object faults (set V) on the basis of sets of control 
variables and system state evaluations.

Recognition of the detected fault V  on the set of 
reference patterns M anddiagnosis of location and
nature of fault Vj corresponds to the mapping D and the 
formation of a generalized image of the current state E' n
at stepn is reflected by the mapping H.

MappingPis a component of aggregate functional 
mapping of the generalized regulator PΣ, which is a 
composition of maps of identifier P  and set shaper Pfor 
control variables U, that is P PPΣ =  , where P ODL= .

L and G-differential (local) and integral (global)
criterial   (target) functions and J and I-respectively, the
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real sets of local and integral criterion states, i.e. sets 
introduced for quantitative estimation of control
automation system functional properties.

R is the ratio of the global satisfactory of control 
system, identified with the quasi-order on the set I.

Q and F-classification ratios identified with an 
equivalence relation on the sets V and M.

The advantage of disaggregated designing process 
model of control systems with enhanced survivability is 
that detailed system analysis elements are
highlightedhere: control object (1, c), criteria functions 
(1, b), (1, j), generic controller, as well asprinciples of 
valuesclassification of local criterion statessetand
principles of selection functionally satisfactory class. In 
addition, logical-functional connection is described,
which generally allows us to present an abstract system
(1) in the form of a commutative diagram [6, 8], shown 
in Fig. 2.

Commutative diagram contains the open loop of 
formation of reference patterns model Mrelated to fault 
nature and the closed loops-signal compensation
ofgeneralized object parametric changes andobject state 
coordinates by control Un, parryingof actuators
faultswith control signal Upiand measurers-converters
faults due to action of control Upf. In addition, there 
isthe loop, which providesfunctional satisfactory of
control system in accordance with global objective
function G.

The presence of a generalized abstract model of 
disaggregated synthesis process of goal-oriented system 
and commutative diagram allows, first, to reveal the 
dual nature of the control process in automation
systems with enhanced survivability and satisfying 
integral and local targets. Duality is the possibility of 
separating control process into two sub-process-
identification of system criteria states and state control. 
Second, it allows to build a logical and functional
structure of system synthesis process not limited
byparticular system class (space-fixed, mobile) and
third, to formulate general design problem and divide it 
into separate tasks that interpret constituent elements of 
the abstract model.

AXIOMATIC OF ASSUMPTIONS AND 
PRINCIPLES OF MOBILE MICROPROCESSOR 

CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Development of a common strategy for design of 
microcontroller control systems with enhanced
survivability as fundamental step in production
modernization presupposes assumptions, necessary
conditions under which the study should be conducted 
and the goal may be achieved through the development 
and  implementation  of modern automation and control

systems. Such conditions typically form a system of 
postulates, axioms and constraints [9]. Represent them, 
starting from the abstracted model (1) and the
commutative diagram (Fig. 1), as follows:

A.1: Classification of all system variables
withcontrolledoutputs andcontrol, disturbing,
stimulatingand setting inputsis known.

A.2: All or some control inputs andcontrolled outputs 
of the object are observable (measurable).

A3: Control, stimulating, disturbing and controlled
system variables are finite-dimensionaland take 
limited valuesfrom corresponding closed areas.

A4: Real regulatedtechnical object is known. It is 
controllable.

A5: Dominant connections between the control inputs 
and controlled outputs are known.

A6: Univocal correspondencebetween stimulating
inputs and controlled outputs of the system as 
diagnosisobject isknown.

A7: Initial sets of real differential and integral
functions suitable for criteria evaluation of
control processes and state identification are
known.

A8: Range of differential criterion function values
forms definitional domain of making decisions 
(recover, control) and integral criterion function.

A9: Global goal of system optimizing isknown.
A.10: Process of "control in general" consisting of

sequentially implemented in time processes-the
state and parameter identification, classification 
(recognition) and decision making ("in fact
control") with the selected criteria is not defined 
and sought.

A.11: At each elementary step condition of processes 
subordination is performed in the processes order: 
identification-classification-control and each
previous process is independent of the next one.

A.12: Controlprocess "in general" for a stationary
environment and sufficient (in the sense of
repairingof faults finite number) instrumental
redundancy consists of a finite number of steps.

The stated axioms defines the possible freedom of 
system developer actions and its limitations. The
principles of microprocessor-class control system
design must satisfy accepted axioms and reflect modern 
trends in engineering and automatic control and
organically fit into the new system level, corresponding 
to the mass computerization, consisting in the creation 
of a completesystematically grounded complex of
standardized hardware, software, methodological tools 
of computing, cybernetic and functional technology, 
designed   with   the   minimum   cost  of  development,
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production and application. Since these tools must 
usually work in network, the network must be provided 
with strong support and standardization and unification 
must be raised to create the design of simple and 
complex integrated systems with variety of
configurations and applications.

In addition, development of advanced automation 
systems of technological processes, complex technical 
objects or modules of flexible automated production 
implies necessarily presence of control and diagnostic 
systems or directly embedded in the structure or
functioning in parallel [10], which implement
performance monitoring and diagnostics of technical 
state of control object,control device elements, software 
and accessories, aimed ultimately at improving system 
survivability. Another very important factor that
reflects the system availability in operation is the ease 
of communication between human and computer,
achieved by development of intelligent software and 
hardware that allow man-machine dialogue in a
language close to the natural, or at least to the
problematic language.

On the basis of these control system
improvingtrends, we formulate the following main
principles recommended for microprocessor-based
systemdesign:

• The principle of hierarchical structure and
functions ranking arising from geographically
dispersion of control objects;

• The principle of aggregation, ensuring the
reduction of automation and control tools diversity 
to a limited number of them, while providing
information, software, metrology, energy, design 
and operational compatibility of aggregating
modules with each other, with control objects and 
sub-systems of performance control and
automation systems diagnostics;

• Functional homeostasis principle, which consists in 
providing of the system property to maintain some 
set of its stable within a certain range functional 
behaviors in solving any of their general or
particular tasks;

• System survivability principle involves the creation 
of advanced structures of microprocessor-class
automation systems with hardware and time
redundancy, built-in or operating in parallel control 
sub-systems, possibility of redistributionof function 
of information transformation in control channel
between the structure units (reconfiguration),
algorithmic and software support of performance 
control and monitoring processes;

• High intelligence principle which implies
development  of  advanced  linguistic and hardware

and software tools to provide ease of access to 
microprocessor control systems ofa user who does 
not know the basics of programming;

• Principle of free extension (extensibility),
implemented in the design through the use of
input-output matcher (IOM), multiplex interface
expander (MIE) or specialized subcomplexes
formed in accordance with controlled process
characteristics;

• Network integrabilityprinciple which is dictated by 
the trend of microprocessor-based control systems 
development and the integration of subsystems in 
the network should provide a greater effect than the 
sum of the effects of system partsas a consequence 
of a systemic effect;

• Principle of cost-effectiveness.
It should be noted that these design principles are 
presented from the perspective of systems
improving. Depending on the complexity of
certaindeveloped control system some of the
principles may be void at current stage of control 
methods development and at natural needs of
certain products production.

SELECTION AND DESIGN OF DIFFERENTIAL 
AND INTEGRAL CRITERIONFUNCTIONS

a) Criterion assessment ofcontrol processesquality.
Structure of the abstract model (1) ofsystem
disaggregated synthesis and corresponding
commutative diagram (Fig. 2) contain differential 
Land integral G criterion (target) function as well 
as the principle of classification R of valuesI-set of 
global criterion states (l, b, j, k). By Axiom
A.5structure of the main links between the
dominant components of setU and a set E (1, a) is 
known, for example, in form

(3)

reflecting in accordance with the mapping

(4)

The dominant influence of Uv-th control input on 
the value of Jv-thcontrolled output or Jv -thcomponent
of J-set of differential criterion states.

Next, a pair relations (1, j) and (1, k) is  an abstract 
model  of  vector  optimization and the integral criterion
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function G (l, j) can be interpreted as a function that 
implements an algorithm of aggregation of differential 
criterion functions to integral functions. For example, 
using   a  linear  weighting  algorithm  with  [lambda] 
λi-weights, we find for (l, j) interpretation in form

(5)

In the absence of the priority for differential
criteria we can write

(6)

where

characterize partial and i[n] integralerrors of control
system on the n-th control step.

The weighted additive criteria is applicable when 
control system functioning conditions allow select two 
groups of controlled outputs: the first group consists of 
the output variables, the value of which it is desirable to 
increase-yv+(X,V) and the second-output variables that 
should be decrease yv-(X,V). Forcontrol object of
automation mobile-class system used in mechanical
engineering, the first group of variables can be
attributed: positioning accuracy, amount of system
stateinformation, operating speed, system survivability, 
parameterscontrol precision, etc. and the second group: 
overshoot, oscillation, mean squared prediction error in 
measurement recovery, system cost, energy
consumption per unit.

Combining of several output variables having
different physical dimensions at one integral objective 
function requires normalization of these variables. After 
that, in the case of objective function minimizing
convolution of the vector criteriacan be represented as

(7)

Under the condition (7) integral objective function 
in the form of mean-square approximation of controlled 
axes to the specified requirements can be expressed as

(8)

Problem of control process optimizing is in finding 
the minimum or maximum of integral objective
function in range ofcontrolled axes X and this range is 
not arbitrary but determined with number of
limitationsofstate vector X components. Limitations
caused   by   physically   possible   range  of  regulatory

changes or technically permissible limits of the
parameter. For controlled variables also there are
limitations associated with the reliability of the control 
process. The structure of integral objective function in 
the form of (8) may reflect different (industrial,
economic, physical and chemical, dynamic, reliable)
features of controlled process. The concretization of 
control objectives makes it necessary to construct an 
explicit dependence of variables yv (X,V)in the
expression (8) from measuredparameters and control
inputs.For known real control object (axiom A.4) that 
agrees with the statement of the axiom A.2 and is 
technically feasible with the chosen control concept 
based on control action synthesis.

Thus, integral objective function, reflecting, for
example, the quality of work on movementof
workpieces, tools and finished products in accordance 
with the process requirements, can be reduced to 
quality functional, depended from energy or time
consuming. Objective function that characterizes
quality  of  information  about its  true  state  at any 
given   point  in  time,  about  state  variables  of
mobile vehicle moving in active environment and
determines as root mean square error [epsilon]ε2 and
amount  of  information  J  contained  in  the  system 
state evaluation which is formed by sensors polling 
(oblique section of vector random process) can be
represented as:

(9)

where æ-vector indicator of the information quality. It 
is easy to see that maximizing the value of information 
on control object state will assist to minimize the mean 
square error [epsilon]ε2. So global criterion (9) due to 
consistency of objective can be separated into two local 
criteria

(10)

andoptimization task will be to choose strategy for
information gathering

(11)

where [sigma]σ-strategy of information gathering from 
a variety of strategies {[sigma] σi} differed from each 
other with order of information sources commutation 
and organization of primary information processing
based on algorithms (additive) used for control and 
provided the highest accuracy, i.e. minimum mean
squared error with respect to necessary prognosis for 
recovery of measured values
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(12)

Here [ro] ρ-primary data processing algorithm
from many possible algorithms {[ro] ρk}, E-resultant
mean square error.

Effectiveness criteria (11) and (12) may be used at 
designing both spatially-stationary and mobile control 
system. Along with information and accuracy criteria 
for mobile systemsin view of their spatial displacement 
and high processes speed the nature of the object
movementis very important especially in bertharea.
Since there are strict requirements to oscillation and 
overshoot, vehicleapproach topositioning point must 
have asymptotic behavior with minimum transient
process time. These requirements meet integral
quadratic criteria in form

(13)

or in scalar form

(14)

where xi(t)∈X(t)-components, which are controlled
variable and its derivatives of various orders, reflecting 
dynamic state of control object; [gamma] γi-weights
characterized importance of a state variable in
achieving desired movement nature. The minimum of 
G(X) correspond to fairly quick and smooth transient 
process. Selection of weight matrices Q and R in (13) 
establishes reasonable compromise betweendesire of 
steepest way eliminationofsystem error E = {ε1, ε2,...,
εn}, transients oscillatory and energy losslimit, defined 
by the integral of UTRU.

Increasing the number of members in the integrand 
(14) greatly complicates synthesis procedure. At the 
same time analysis of transientprocess shape in time 
optimalsystems shows that it satisfies conditions of 
motion without overshoot, so it is often better to
synthesize a control algorithm for easier partial
criterion

(15)

Here Tmin-minimum possible time of
transientprocess in a dynamic system. In addition, strict 
limitations on transientprocess nature and less strict 
limitationsontransition process duration allow us to
synthesize quasi-optimal structures or structures based
on pseudo-linear control laws [11].

b) Design and analysis of criterion assessments of 
identification  and  performance  control quality. In

line with the problem of design of control systems 
with high survivability the abstract model of
disaggregated system synthesis (1) and
commutative diagram reveal the dual nature of the 
control process "in general".One of sub-processes
is system state identification, which includes a
specific feature inherent in the system with high 
survivability, namely the need to state assessmentin 
terms of performance and presence of faults. Such 
assessmentmay be technically implemented in
various ways [7, 10, 12, 13]:

• Test monitoring ofdiscrete subsystem
(microcontrollers, single-chip computer, input-
output devices, etc.) at time intervals with temporal 
redundancy [10];

• Dynamicmonitoring of control system with
deterministic signals on the basis of state and 
parameteridentification method [12];

• Dynamicsystem monitoring with state and
parameter identification method under natural
Gaussian stationary random signals [13].

The validity of the evaluation of system technical 
state (1, e), the recognition of fault type,
i.e.classification (1, b, f, g) and decision making of
controlPbased on finding of identifier P ODL=  depend 
onquality criterionI choice, which most fully reflects 
physical content of the task.

In the commutative diagram structure this criterion 
function belongs to partial (local) class and for current 
task of control subsystem design it can have in general 
view both scalar and vector character. Since evaluation 
of automation systemtechnical stategenerally (in
dynamics) is based on the methods of state and
parameters identifying, it is possible to use a
probabilistic criteria: maximum ofa posteriori
information, maximum likelihood and Bayesian
criterion. Formal justification for one or another
criterion usage is not possible. The only logical
prerequisite for choosing one criterion over another is 
amount and nature of required and available  a priori 
information. Bayesian criterion dominates the other in 
terms of information required, it is more general and it 
can be summarized as two other criteria. Bayes
criterion characterizes the average risk

(16)

wherex-parameter estimation, Y-observation vector,
w(x/Y)-a  posterior  probability  density of parameter x 
in obtaining measurements of Y, (x,x)Π  -the loss
function,   [omega] ω-region  of  parameter  xvariation.
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Applying a particular loss function in (16), you can put 
different physical meaning in the concept of average 
risk. In tasks of system performancemonitoring
between many quality indicators there are three
features-accuracy, reliability and information efficiency 
which directly depend on the algorithmic procedures of 
statistical estimation (state and parameter
identification). Loss functions that characterize these 
features represented in the form of:

(17)

(18)

(19)

where 1 [.] is identity function, ∆1 and ∆2-the lower and 
upper tolerance limit, [alpha]a and [beta]ß-risks of false 
alarms (producer's risk) and fault skip(risk of
customer), calculated on basis of Laplace functions, Dx-
a priori variance. Often it is sufficient to use the loss 
function of form (17), as Bayesian estimation, optimal 
for quadratic loss function ∏1 is optimal for other 
functions if

a) Theloss function is symmetric relatively to point

b) Theloss function is convex:

c) A posterior probability density w (x / Y) in each 
sample Y is symmetric about estimation x :

d) Product of any loss function and a posteriori
probability density tends to zero with increasing x:

This enables to develop more simple identification 
algorithms.

However, attempts to create a monitoring and
diagnostics systems with more advanced features lead 
to the need to solve multi-criteria (vector) optimization 
task, where the objective functions are the Bayesian 
estimation criteria and scope limitations is the field of 
possible parameters determined from controlled object 
model analysis, i.e.

(20)

Here, ℜ-objective vector function whose
components  are  the  risks  of  loss  of  estimation 
errors 1ℜ , 2ℜ , 3ℜ , resulting from application of loss 
functions ∏1, ∏2, ∏3 (17)-(19) respectively in the
calculation of the formula (16).

Analysis of optimality principles (Pareto, Slater,
compromise, guaranteed result, maximum efficiency),
which is permissible to vector optimization task solving
(20), showed that they are special case of Pareto
optimality principle:

i.e. point X0 is optimal if there is no other feasible point 
X, better than X0 for all criteria.

Pareto rule is giving up of selection of any one 
point of feasible solutions area and agreement that the 
point can be considered absolutely optimal in just one 
ideal case-when it dominates in all criteria. Otherwise, 
we need to look set (area) of compromise solutions (not 
one point).

CONCLUSION

Disaggregating of synthesis ofcontrol systems
withsurvivability property on the basis of systematic 
approach grounded on general Mesarovicsystems
theory allows to identify system design stages and 
delineate the range of tasks within each circuit of
commutative diagram that maps the synthesis
procedure.

The expansion of electronic equipment in the
structure of on-board control systems raises the
problem of system performance recovery due to fault 
diagnosis using on-board controllers and top-level PC, 
which will increase system survivability thanks to
redundancy and possibility of hardware and software 
reconfiguration.

Invariant elements of disaggregated synthetic
process structures allowed us to construct an abstract 
model and its commutative diagram, which clearly
shows open loop of samples modelformingin
accordance with fault type and closed contours of signal 
compensation and fault handling as well as circuit 
providing functional system satisfactory in line with 
global objective function.

Designed criterial evaluationsare not exhaustive,
but adequately reflect design objectives and physical 
interpretation of solved tasks.At various stages of
designing basic criterion functions should be specified 
and if necessary, supplemented by other mathematical 
constructs that reflect unrecorded physical features.
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